
The basic Tracks for all of The songs on this album were recorded onto quarter inch tape, using a Tascam 388, 
in M. larmee’s former basement in kalamazoo, Michigan between July 1st and July 6th, 2013. The rock band, Minutes, 
spent long hours in that basement for the week (often relying on Martini’s pizzas and cans of LaCroix as their only 
sustenance) and surfaced rarely to face the outside world due to work and/or family obligations (and once to eat 
some food on the 4th of July at emily and Dan kastner’s place). ryan and Mark manned the helm of the engineer-
ing duties, thereby combining gear and transforming their surroundings into a veritable sea of chords, cables, 
plugs, wires, amps, guitars, mics, tape, dust, cobwebs, and empty cans of LaCroix. at the end of the week, when 
the eight tracks were finally loaded, the band rearranged the mess into a practice space again and practiced for 
the show they played on saturday, July 7th, at Milhouse. it was a great way to end the week.

on July 8th, ryan drove back to Dc with the 8-track and reels and began the mixing process immediately. 
additional guitar tracks (and a piano track) were recorded in Mt. airy, Maryland (by ryan), but he had to 
scrap those ‘cause they sounded awful. after a few false starts (and a week of recording with 
soccer Team), the recording and mixing process resumed—this time at the Dischord 
house. There, ryan recorded a select few last-minute overdubs (of the analog and 
digital variety) and mixed the record the old fashioned way: using the eQs on the 
388 while riding the faders. This took a long time. not too long compared to … say … 
Metallica or My Bloody Valentine … but long nonetheless.

once the mix was approved by the bandmates, 
the tracks were sent to carl saff for mastering.
beverly fitzpatrick created the art, 
while our very own chafe hensley worked on the layout and design.

Minutes Rock Band and Show of kalamazoo would like to collectively 
thank the following people in no particular order:
adeline crow Turner for being down with Minutes from the beginning and 
for sending us a shout-out in her school photo; adeline’s litter sister, 
Millie crow Turner, for kicking it during the latter years; ruby hensley 
for rollin’ with Minutes since back before they were even Minutes … 
back when they were Hornet, the Most Secret Method, First to 
the Fence, and Wishek, yo!; Melanie crow ‘cause she loves 
rasa ria as much as ryan; anne hensley ‘cause she macked 
on chafe while working at Fourth Coast; Tobi Jeanne ‘cause 
she let Mark crash at her place while they were making this 
record; erin Mitchell ‘cause she’s been keeping ryan alive 
for years now by putting food in front of his face when he 
forgets to eat; beverly fitzpatrick for providing art 
for her number 1 fans; forrest and John foster, 
Dennis kane, and the Marc nelson for lending 
some gear, specifically pedals, mics, a stereo 
receiver, and some speakers; ian Mackaye 
for generously providing space and additional 
gear for the mix. Jon from Comedy Minus 
One, Michelle from Dissention Records, and all at 
Dischord Records for a bit of distribution assistance.

This record is dedicated to the memory of our beloved friend, 
Roland (1999-2013).

roland was Mark l’s dog, and he was present for every single 
Minutes practice from the moment we started playing on 
forest street and on through the writing and recording of this 
album on Park street. he will be missed.
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SIDE A
GET OFF YOUR ASS

Chafe: guitar, main and backing vocals

Mark: bass

Ryan: drums

Ike: guitar, backing vocals

it’s getting under your skin.

and cynicism is creeping in.

get off your ass.

Your mind is saying, “give up”.

and your body is pickled by the cup.

get off your ass.

You seem to have lost motivation.

Definitely losing concentration.

get off your ass.

Your eyes are glossy from within,

and you’re afraid to pick up your pen.

get off your ass.

STOLEN WALLET

Chafe: left guitar

Mark: bass

Ryan: vocals, right guitar, right drums

Ike: left drums

(handclaps were provided by the rock band, 

Minutes, and performed in Mark’s kitchen)

let me go lead this walk to get us through it.

i know i had my wallet stole.

but don’t look now.

christ only knew … i want it.

it won’t be long, i know.

AGAINST YOUR WILL 

Chafe: vocals, guitar

Mark: bass

Ryan: guitar, handclaps

Ike: drums

against your will.

against your will.

against your will.

against your will.

against your will.

against your will.

against your will.

against your will.

Without Permission.

Without Permission.

Without Permission.

Without Permission.

You didn’t ask,

and i didn’t say so.

You didn’t ask,

and i didn’t say so.

against your will.

against your will.

You didn’t ask,

and i didn’t say so.

Without Permission.

Without Permission.

against your will.

against your will.

I’VE LEARNED TO ROLL

chafe: left guitar

Mark: bass

ryan: vocals, right guitar

ike: drums

halls and paintings immunize elected house-

plants and the rat Patrol: an offer sincere with 

the right ghosts. i forget i could get mines by 

lending power to the status quo and suffer 

blank stares at the punk shows.

i was always on-point with the polls.

More than just once, i’ve learned to roll.

like tender moments for the privileged, i lent 

my face to the portraits and donned a suit 

and tie like the politicians. frame of reference 

blurs the party lines with happenstance. catch 

me sitting in my study with my glass in hand: 

dusty books, giant globe, and my Persian rug.

BOXES

Chafe: vocals, electric (center) and acoustic 

(right) guitars

Mark: bass, tambourine

Ryan: left guitar

Ike: drums

can’t seem to accept the massage.

spastic, stretch elasticity,

remember me?

Where am i at?

Where do i belong?

Make a castle of liberty,

just shift ‘em around, you’ll see.

Don’t let ‘em hassle you,

go ahead and shift ‘em all around.

i will gladly take that,

i will gladly take that,

over that.

over that.

it’s frantic, you’re frantic.

like a fanatic, we’re all spastic.

spastic.

i’m mesmerized by you large eyes.

Majestic, it runs quick.

let’s manage a swirling tide.

i will gladly take that,

i will gladly take that,

over that.

over that.

PIG, IT WILL COME BACK TO YOU

chafe: left guitar, backing vocals

Mark: bass

ryan: drums, noise guitar

ike: main vocals, right guitar

i seen your picture, 

Your name in lights above it, 

Just you alone with the butterflies. 

and for one moment, 

i was convinced you’re past it

no need for further alibis.  

north to cumbria! 

south to Wales! 

battered to the bone

resist the gales

climb hadrian’s Wall!

Measure the tub!  

When will you find peace?  

now there’s the rub.  

count up by sevens 

To your timely end, 

The genes stay where they are, 

never to send.  

count down by sixes 

To certain hell below

Walk the countryside and 

stay on the dole. 

north to aberdeen!  

south to brighton! 

The bloodline dies right here

Don’t be frightened.  

climb hadrian’s Wall

Measure the tub

Where will you find peace? 

ah, there’s the rub.

SIDE B
IN YOUR OWN FUEL

Chafe: main and backing vocals, left guitar

Mark: bass

Ryan: right guitar, occasional backing vocals, 

right drums, handclaps

Ike: left drums

certainly not perfect.

i’m not far behind.

You spin like generators,

with feet on accelerators.

i’d ask you to question

the validity of your ideals.

is your decision affected?

or possibly misdirected.

follow a new plan up,

through the atmosphere.

so what if we’re all queer?

so what if emotions ride our sleeves.

Why are we attacking?

Why are we contracting?

isn’t this distracting?

isn’t this distracting?

You’re so caught up, 

in your own fuel.

RAISE OUR FISTS UP

Chafe: vocals, left guitar

Mark: bass

Ryan: drums

Ike: right guitar

it serves us right.

We’ve waited far too long,

to let them control our lives,

and take our spirit from us.

We’re responsible,

to keep our heads up,

to raise our fists up,

and take this freedom back.

raise our fists up,

and take this spirit back.

raise your fists up,

and take this freedom back.

it’s falling through our hands,

and it’s spilling on the ground.

i think it’s possible,

so why don’t we stand up?

and raise our fists up,

and take this freedom back.

raise our fists up,

and take this spirit back.

raise your fists up,

and take this freedom back.

We can all roam free,

and never fall.

We can make a point,

to establish a law.

We can all roam free,

and never fall,

from this moment of peace,

and tranquility.

let’s hold our hands up,

and believe in something.

ALL IS FOR THE BEST

Chafe: left guitar

Mark: bass

Ryan: vocals, right guitar, piano

Ike: drums

Miles from here, philosophy won’t wait to 

soothe me. i wake up early to find a path 

unsung and meet the world anew with fresh, 

unseasoned eyes. naiveté is guided by my 

nose. 

as for these young souls who operate on time, 

they’re last to feel. Wondering full-on for what?

it’s how optimists run forcefully through 

misdirection. 

i’d brave injury for love. i’d brave injury for 

truth.

Miles from here, my employer drowns near lis-

bon. hey, watch and listen: a soldier lives; 

my boss is overcome. and bes’ believe no 

anabaptist survives. The sea becomes his 

cell, as Portugal reveres the force majeure. 

Miles from here, the americas can’t keep 

me. i wake up early. 

Miles from here, i’ll let my garden grow.

PHOTO BY CASEY SPRING.

PARING KNIFE 

Chafe: left guitar, backing vocals

Mark: bass, acoustic guitar, noise guitar solo

Ryan: drums, backing vocals

Ike: main vocals, right guitar

You find that the ears simply won’t snap back

When the singer pounces to attack

sleep sound all night long

With the fan droning on and on.

rattle around the cab for a year

and tell me you got something more to fear

follow the advice of your old man

and revert back to the use of your hands

and decide that it’s time

To quit your fucking band.

rattle around the van for a year.

IGLOO WARS (revisited)

Chafe: vocals, left guitar

Mark: bass

Ryan: drums

Ike: right guitar

circling strengths.

Possessing weaknesses.

conflicted by stumps.

challenging obstacles.

Power over chumps.

We will fortify.

We will reinforce.

construct and generate.

Take me where the sun doesn’t shine.

We’ll go there on a northern line.

We will fortify.

We will reinforce.

construct and generate. 

FINE DAY

Chafe: left guitar

Mark: bass

Ryan: drums

Ike: right guitar


